Where do we go from here?
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Who am I?

Full-time Linux user since ~2002
Linux phone fan since 2009
Contributor to pmOS since 2017

a.k.a. "craftyguy"
Today, the situation

Phones running Linux... but very few overall
Lots of distros... but limited coordination
Some mobile apps... but lots of missing functionality
Today, the experience

"What is it like?"
What do we need?

- a place for internal feedback and priorities
- public representation
- build strong relationships 💪
Let's form a committee!

- a place for feedback and priorities
- public representation
- build strong relationships 💪
What‽

"Has Clayton lost his mind‽" /me looks around

"Who does this guy think he is‽" See slide 2

"...‽" <3
What kind of committee?

Join me!

#fossmo-wg:matrix.org
We're hiring!
Q & A

#fossmo-wg:matrix.org